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Features & Bene�ts
Ease of Use
Manage all flood and water damage events in any situation at a moments notice. 
Simply carry to the required location, take out of the bag, soak up the spilled 
water or use the flood-water to energise the bag and then stack if required. No 
tools needed, will work in doorways of all sizes, you can build walls up to a metre 
high, you can soak up water and divert water flow.  
Compact
Store anywhere as five vacuum packed bags weigh just over 2 kilograms and is 

storerooms or even behind the seat of any vehicles. 

Super absorbent
The only option for flash flooding and unplanned water damage as a wall of 
Floodsax can be deployed in minutes. A pack of 5 commercial bags will absorb 
over 100 litres of water or all the water from a washing machine.    

      
Lightweight
Empowers everyone including the elderly, disabled and those not capable of 
managing traditional sandbags to protect their home or business from storms, 
floods and accidental water damage.

Deployment
At the scene of the flood, take the FloodSax out of their packaging and soak in
water, which could be from the sink, hosepipe, watering can or even the
flood water itself and the bag will miraculously expand by absorbing
water to become taut and creates a barrier in 3 minutes.  

Self Contained

insurance claims for water damage, enable businesses to keep trading while still 

used in the UK for many years and are endorsed by Zurich 

FloodSax provide a clean, ‘sanitised’ solution for water accidents, minimise

managing a water event. Ideal for shopping centres, hospitals, nursing homes 
and childcare centres. Once the water is in the bag it stays there, suspended 
inside the bag. After soaking up to 22 litres of water from a spill you can carry a 
fully energised FloodSax through the most delicate environment without water  
leaking out.  

Environmentally Friendly
Take care of the planet, as FloodSax are fully 
biodegradable. 

  Made in the UK
Reliable and dependable, FloodSax have been widely 

Insurance.  
5 Year Shelf Life
Have peace of mind you are prepared for any 
water event for up to 5 years    

only centimetres thin. Keep packs in the laundry or kitchen cupboards, 


